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Enhanced cognitive ability is beneficial in unpredictable and harsh environ-

ments, as it enables animals to respond with flexibility. For animals living in

urbanized areas, local environments not only are altered but can rapidly

change during their lifetime. Urban residents are therefore challenged with

identifying novel dangers and safe refuges in dynamic environments. We

demonstrate that the tropical agamid lizard Psammophilus dorsalis experiences

dramatically different habitats not only across the rural to urban spatial

scale but also over the short temporal scale of a few years in suburban areas.

Differences in environmental stability are expected to affect rates of learning

and reversal learning in resident lizards. In testing arenas, lizards from these

populations were required to choose a designated ‘safe’ refuge instead of an

‘unsafe’ one after simulated predator attacks. The contingency for safety was

switched during the reversal learning task. In general, P. dorsalis showed

high rates of learning and reversal learning, but lizards from suburban areas

were quicker to learn and unlearn the location of the safe refuge than those

from rural areas. This demonstrates for the first time to our knowledge that

suburban lizards have faster learning and reversal learning skills for a key

survival-related behaviour, finding safety in unpredictable environments.
1. Introduction
Among the numerous anthropogenic alterations to the environment, urbaniz-

ation is currently one of the most transformative. Rapid urbanization alters key

ecological conditions, such as habitats, resources and predator communities,

exposing animals to novel selection pressures that are drastically different from

those in their natural environments [1,2]. The ability to respond is essential

under such challenging or unpredictable conditions, and effective learning

enables animals to adjust to altered conditions [3]. Evidence for enhanced learn-

ing ability comes from numerous studies of fish [4], birds [5] and mammals [6],

wherein populations that live in unpredictable and structurally complex environ-

ments demonstrate higher cognitive skills than those in favourable or stable

environments. Whether habitat complexity or environmental disturbance affects

learning abilities in reptiles remains unknown.

Reptiles show remarkable ability to learn about food, refuges and threats

using both associative and non-associative learning skills [7–10]. Since predation

is one of the strongest selection pressures, the ability to learn about risk and the

location of safe refuges in any environment is expected to be high [11]. However,

dynamic changes in habitat structure in anthropogenically disturbed areas pose a

challenge for lizards residing in those habitats. For example, in developing subur-

ban environments, typical spatial features or landmarks that serve as cues for

navigation are likely to be altered by novel anthropogenic structures. This chal-

lenge can be overcome if animals have behavioural flexibility and rapid

learning skills, which can arise from selection or experience. Behavioural flexi-

bility allows animals to adjust their existing responses and strategies under

novel environmental conditions, such as changes in microhabitat structure or
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predation risk. For example, reduced neophobia in urban

birds compared with rural birds allows them to exploit

novel resources [12]. House sparrows from urban areas

increase their antipredator responses as they age and gain

experience, unlike those from rural areas which maintain

similar levels of wariness throughout their lifetime [13]. All

lizards must learn the location of suitable refuges in their

environment and are expected to flexibly adjust their choice

of refuge depending on the current associated contingency

of risk, learnt through experience. Given that suburban indi-

viduals experience different selection pressures [2,14,15] and

a more variable and dynamic environment during their life-

time, we predict that lizards from suburban areas will have

faster and more accurate learning abilities compared with

lizards from rural areas. Using the Indian rock agama Psam-
mophilus dorsalis, we first demonstrate that populations in the

suburban study area have experienced rapid and dramatic

changes to their habitat within and across generations

which are unlike those experienced by rural lizards that

live on undisturbed rocky outcrops. We then use a learning

paradigm to test how quickly lizards from both suburban

and rural areas can learn to identify safe from unsafe refuges,

and whether they can exhibit reversal learning skills by altering

their refuge choice when risk changes.
2. Material and methods
We first measured the rate and type of habitat change in rural

and suburban areas within and around Bengaluru, India, by

quantifying habitat composition from satellite images of the

study area from 2013 to 2018 (N ¼ 3 suburban and 3 rural sites

which currently have P. dorsalis populations; replicate sites

within each habitat were 5–10 km apart, and the suburban and

rural study areas were 60 km apart (see electronic supplementary

material, S1 for details of study areas and habitat analysis)). For

the learning trials, we captured adult males of P. dorsalis (typical

lifespan in the wild approximately 1–2 years) from rural (N ¼ 14)

and suburban areas (N ¼ 16) and housed them in large enclosures

(80 � 45 � 30 cm). Males of P. dorsalis establish larger territories

than females [16] and therefore use more perch and refuge

sites, making them a good model system to test refuge learning

skills. Before the start of the trials, we measured the mass (g)

and snout–vent length (SVL, mm) for all lizards using a digital

weighing balance and digital callipers, respectively.

Each animal enclosure had a perch in the middle and two

identical refuges constructed from PVC pipes that were cut

longitudinally (15 cm long � 5 cm radius) and placed at the

two farthest ends. Lizards from both suburban and rural areas

used the PVC pipes as refuges with equal propensity (see elec-

tronic supplementary material, S1 for details). A red square

(7 � 7 cm) was attached to the wall behind one refuge to serve

as a local cue for the ‘safe refuge’. Each lizard was subjected to

two learning tasks. In task 1 (learning trials), lizards had to

learn the location of the safe refuge. We simulated predatory

attacks by gently tapping the tail of the perching lizard with a

brush which made it seek refuge. Lizards were continually

‘attacked’ until they chose the safe refuge. If the lizard entered

the unsafe (incorrect) refuge, we would lift that refuge, which

forced the lizard to come out, and would then simulate another

attack as soon as the lizard was back on the central perch. The

unsafe refuge (incorrect refuge) was returned to the original pos-

ition before the attack. Each animal experienced learning trials

three times in a day with a gap of 3–4 h (trial timings ca 09.00,

13.00 and 16.00). The entire learning task was conducted for 7

days (20 trials). In order to determine which individuals would
be subjected to the reversal learning task, we first classified a

lizard as having learned if it chose the safe refuge as a first

choice in at least five consecutive trials. All lizards that learned

(as defined by this criterion) continued to choose the safe refuge

as the first choice for all subsequent trials. Only individuals that

exhibited learning experienced the reversal learning task, in

which the positive and negative contingencies were switched so

that individuals had to reverse previously created associations.

Thus, the refuge without the local red cue was designated as the

new ‘safe’ refuge. Reversal learning trials were also performed

for 7 consecutive days (three trials per day) using the same proto-

col, and a gap of 24h was given between learning and reversal

learning tasks. All trials were conducted during the peak activity

hours of the lizard (09.00–12.00 and 15.00–17.00).

During each trial, we recorded the (i) first refuge chosen,

(ii) number of incorrect choices made before choosing the safe

refuge and (iii) latency to choose the safe refuge. Number of

incorrect choices and latency to choose the safe refuge were

tightly correlated (Pearson’s correlation coefficient ¼ 0.73, t ¼
26.00, p , 0.001, 95% CI: 0.68, 0.76), so all further analyses to

examine the rate of learning were performed using latency

to choose the safe refuge as the response variable, with trial

number, habitat (suburban or rural) and body condition as pre-

dictor variables. Body condition was calculated from SVL and

mass as a scaled mass index (per [17]). We included replicate

sites and individual lizard identity as random effects in all our

models. Additional details regarding animal capture, experi-

mental protocols and statistical analyses are provided in the

electronic supplementary material, S1.
3. Results
Over the last 5 years, suburban areas in Bengaluru, India,

have changed dramatically from being vegetated or bare

(non-built up) to heavily built up with anthropogenic struc-

tures, while rural study areas have remained unchanged

(glmm results show that the percentage built-up area in sub-

urban and rural sites differed significantly from 2014 to 2018;

all z . 2.0 and p , 0.03, figure 1; see detailed results in elec-

tronic supplementary material, table S1). When lizards from

these areas were tested in learning tasks, we found that a

high proportion of suburban and rural individuals were

able to learn the location of a safe refuge (suburban ¼ 1.00;

rural ¼ 0.85; x2 ¼ 0.69, p ¼ 0.405) and also show reversal

learning for the same task (suburban ¼ 0.87; rural ¼ 0.58;

x2 ¼ 1.75, p ¼ 0.185). For all lizards, the latency to choose

the safe refuge during the learning (glmm: z ¼ 222.68, p ,

0.001) and reversal learning (z ¼ 231.41, p , 0.001) tasks

decreased with the number of trials (figure 2). Notably, subur-

ban lizards were faster to select the safe refuge compared with

rural lizards in both the learning (mean+ s.e. ¼ 7.61+0.65 s

for suburban; 14.74+1.27 s for rural; z ¼ 22.39, p ¼ 0.017) as

well as reversal learning tasks (mean+ s.e. ¼ 10.70+0.68 s

for suburban; 20.23+1.09 s for rural; z ¼ 23.43, p , 0.001,

figure 2). Body condition was not significantly different

between suburban and rural lizards (t-test: t ¼ 0.45, p ¼
0.651) and did not have an effect on the latency to select the

safe refuge during both tasks (glmm: task 1: z ¼ 0.58, p ¼
0.559; task 2: z ¼ 1.71, p ¼ 0.080). Variation in response due

to individual lizard identity and replicate sites (within subur-

ban and rural) was negligible (glmm random effects:

s.d. ,0.50) and these parameters were not significant predic-

tors in our model. Detailed results are provided in electronic

supplementary material, table S2.
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Figure 1. Percentage of area built-up by anthropogenic development in rural and suburban study sites across years. Shown are means+ 95% CI from replicate sites
(N ¼ 3 each in rural and suburban). Representative satellite images of rural and suburban areas (2018) are shown in (a,b), respectively. (Online version in colour.)
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Figure 2. Latency to choose the safe refuge across learning and reversal learning trials for rural and suburban lizards. Shown are means+ 95% CI across three
replicate sites for suburban (N ¼ 16 lizards) and rural (N ¼ 14 lizards). (Online version in colour.)
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4. Discussion
In this study, we find that P. dorsalis is capable of exhibiting

rapid and flexible learning when identifying safe from unsafe

refuges. The ability to learn about safe refuges has been

shown in turtles, snakes and lizards, with different species

employing different strategies for learning [8,9,18,19]. When

tested in the wild, P. dorsalis is capable of learning about low-

risk threats over very short timescales (repeated approaches

by humans over 30 min) [20]. From the current laboratory

study, P. dorsalis not only shows a high proportion and rate

of successful learning but also exhibits rapid reversal learning.

Reversal learning paradigms are an effective way to test the

adaptive value of cognitive flexibility as they show whether

animals can adjust their response optimally under current chal-

lenges. By showing successful reversal learning, P. dorsalis
exhibits higher cognitive complexity because a reversal task

involves a double-order cognitive response. An animal has to

first inhibit a previously associated reward response and next

form a new stimulus–reward association [21]. Thus, our

study adds to the growing body of literature which suggests

that lizards are capable of rapid learning and behavioural flexi-

bility that might enable them to explore novel stimuli similarly

to other endothermic species.
Learning and memory allow animals to adjust their

behaviour to adapt to changing environments and thus cope

with unpredictability. In habitats that are stable, with little

change in structure or resources, individuals might show low

flexibility in learning skills with strong long-term memory

[22]. In dynamically altered environments, short-term mem-

ories about relevant resources that can be replaced with new

information are more useful [23]. For P. dorsalis, the undis-

turbed boulder fields of rural areas are diametrically different

from suburban areas, where habitat structure and anthropo-

genic disturbance change frequently during the lifetime of an

individual lizard (1–2 years). The flexibility of this species is

reflected in the fact that the lizards use perch and refuge sites

that are available to them; in suburban areas, this includes

novel anthropogenic structures, whereas in rural areas they

use rocks and boulders [20]. Because the suburban habitat

changes during their lifetime, lizards must learn and unlearn

the location of safe refuges. In support of our prediction, we

found that populations of P. dorsalis from suburban areas

were faster in both learning and reversal learning tasks com-

pared with rural lizards. Though the proportion of individuals

that exhibited learning and reversal learning by the end of the

experiment was not different between suburban and rural habi-

tats, the time taken to learn about safe refuges was significantly
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faster in males from suburban areas during both tasks. Our

results are in contrast to [24], where no differences in learning

abilities of urban and rural populations of Lampropholis deli-
cata were found. Differences in learning abilities between

suburban and rural animals could be attributed to the differ-

ences in type and intensity of selection pressures in the urban

environment, which could include predation pressure and

availability of refuges [25,26]. The rapid and dynamic

changes to habitat structure that P. dorsalis from suburban

areas experience within their lifetime likely play a strong

role in shaping their rates of learning about refuges. Notably,

the suburban and rural habitats of P. dorsalis do not seem to

differ in predation pressure (M. Amdekar & M. Thaker

2018, unpublished data), yet escape strategies of lizards in

the wild differ, as suburban lizards seek shelter in closer

refuges when attacked compared with rural lizards [20]. Simi-

lar to studies in birds in which better learning capabilities

were found in individuals living in novel environments

[5,26], lizards living in the novel urbanized habitat are also

faster learners. This increased cognitive ability could be a
result of microevolutionary differences between populations,

or individual lifetime experience or a combination of both,

and suggests that the dynamic and unstable environment of

urbanized areas supports faster learning abilities.
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